Hamas's stupid polices caused big suffering for Palestinians:
Hamas's match sticks (rockets), hamas boasted in launch it on Israeli citizens, caused
a kill and wound hundreds of innocent Palestinians by air sorties Israel waged
recently on Gaza's areas as a strong message to Hamas for its aggressive policies
against innocent Israeli citizens. Who takes the responsibility for bloodshed these
innocent spirits of Palestinians and suffering their wounds is Hamas and its stupid
polices because Israeli government would not has performed these destroyed sorties
on Palestinians if Hamas had not acted these aggressive and stupid polices in threat
Israeli citizens live with its stupid rockets Hamas continued launch on Israeli citizens
despite long patience of the Israeli government about these violations.
Hamas's leaders boasted in front of the world that Israeli sorties on Palestinian areas
couldn't cause than a kill little number in their fighters lines, these releases of Hamas
leaders are quite true because Hamas's fighters used always to advance spirits of
innocent Palestinians on their spirits where Hamas fighters hide behind Palestinians
houses and schools to protect themselves from bombs of Israeli sorties making
Palestinian children and women as human shields repel these bombs in place of them.
Due to irresponsible and stupid polices of Hamas leaders, that innocent of children
and women Palestinians are who pay the price expensively and bear the bad
sequences of these policies for coming years where infrastructure of Palestinians were
destroyed due to these sorties and their humanity suffering will last for long time.
Mullah's regime in Iran, which supports Hamas military and politically, is participated
Hamas in its stupid policies which led to kill and wound hundreds of innocent
Palestinians. Policies, Mullah's regime acted in support and promoting the terrorist
organizations around the world, caused in creating unstable state in the countries of
Middle East area such as Iraq, Palestine and Lebanon and making the terrorism is the
Eminent feature of these countries in addition, that these terrorist policies of that
regime have threatened the international stabilization for many countries either in
Middle East area or the world.
That mullah's regime recruits the youth within the countries, they reside in, to kill the
innocent people and feeds the minds of those youth with spirit of the hate and
violence towards others people who live alongside them and disagree with that
regime. Those terrorists don't care in kill innocents whether those innocents people
were from their fellow citizens or others people who disagree with them in race and
belief. The goal of mullah's regime is implanting spirit of the hate and violence in
minds of those terrorist youth, who are recruited them by that regime, to kill peaceful
people.
Hamas promotes for hate and violence culture in Palestinian children and youth lines
and teaches them on death and suicide culture instead of they implant and grow up in
their inner of love spirit for others people. Instead of Hamas educates Palestinian
children and youth with education and good thoughts, but it educates them to how
blowing their bodies up with bombs to kill maximum innocent people and arms them
with hateful thoughts that promote to culture of a kill the armless people for no
reason, but Hamas leaders didn't realize well that who kills the innocents and belittles
with their spirits, he should expect the worst for his life's fate. Hamas leaders boasted
yesterday in kill the Israeli innocent civilians with their stupid rockets, so they should
expect the worst from Israelis today for their and Palestinians' fate.

Hamas and others terrorist organizations associated with Iran promote for unstable
world in order for his people not to know the safety and stabilization. There are no
limited boarders or distances for terrorists and their activities, terrorists take from
every land or country operations theatre for their terrorist activities in everyday,
international terrorism fed by Iran strikes a safe area in our world and threatens its
peaceful people with death. In yesterday, Islamists terrorists caused suddenly
bloodshed the tens of innocents people in Bombay and everyday, the world sees new
wave of the terrorist acts in different area of the world either in Asia or Europe, but
the question which keeps brought up is how long will global community keep watch
on terrorists acts fed by mullah's regime without taking international strict actions
against that regime to stopping these terrorist acts?
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